
EDITORIAL 

 

 The regeneration of any community is directly linked to its ability 

  to constantly transform itself without losing sight of its cultural roots. 

        The Book of Deer 

 

 By now you will all probably heard of the death of Peter Speak.  There are 

now only four members of the original committee left, yet that is 50%, a good 

percentage for an organisation that is now in its seventeenth year.  As the above 

quotation mentions, for a body to not just survive but to flourish, it needs to develop 

and progress.  Our newer committee members will encourage this to happen and we 

must also listen to our members, for their ideas are valuable.  We have over eighty 

household members, a good proportion of the village, so we hope that the programme 

we have designed for the coming year will please you; we also hope that our move to 

a Thursday for our meetings will enable those of you who could not come on 

Mondays, to attend.  Elsewhere in this Journal we have included the programme for 

2008/9 and list of committee members.  A special date for your diary, Saturday 

November 15
th

, we are having a Barn Dance with a caller together with a hot supper.  

Please do come along, it should be a great evening and will raise some much needed 

funds for the Society.  With speakers fees going up we do need extra funds and a 

social is a much better way to do this than just raising the subs.  Offers of help with 

cooking would also be very welcome. 

 We are very pleased to welcome Anthony Cooper who will be our co-editor of 

the Journal in Peter Speak’s place.  This Journal is dedicated to Peter’s memory and 

his contribution to the Society over the last seventeen years.  There will be a memorial 

service to celebrate his life on Saturday 20
th

 September at 1.30pm, in Fitzwilliam 

College, Huntingdon Road, Cambridge.  Members of the Thriplow Society are invited 

to attend. 

 Also in the Journal we have included some of the beautiful drawings that Sean 

Hogan, who used to live in Middle Street, has sent us.  Thank you Sean. 

 The Society put up a display of its collection of old school photographs at the 

Ladybird Playgroup Fete on 28th of June at Thriplow School.  This created a good 

deal of interest, especially as parents and grandparents were recognised! 

 We are having a ‘Tools Repair Day’ in the Smithy on Saturday 13
th

 

September, in the afternoon; Jimmy Lawrence has agreed to come and work the forge, 

so do come along and watch him at work and perhaps give a tool a polish or put a 

name to an item, children are especially welcome. 

  

Shirley Wittering, Editor 

 

 

 

 

 



PETER SPEAK 1925-2008 

 

 
 

God gave us memory so that we might have Roses in December 

      J M. Barrie 

 

 Peter Speak who died on July 10
th

 2008, was a founder member of the 

Thriplow Society and its first Chairman.  He served on the Committee until his death, 

both in the capacity of Chairman (1992-1997), Secretary (2002-2005) and member 

but also as joint editor of the Thriplow Journal with me.  We have produced 47 

editions over the sixteen years the society has been in existence. 

 Peter was born in Mytholmroyd, West Yorkshire though his Mother had come 

from Foxton.  His parents had met at Ruskin College, Oxford.  Peter went to the 

Grammar School at Hebden Bridge.  In 1939 war was declared on Germany and Peter 

was drafted to the mines as a ‘Bevin Boy’.  During this time he applied to go to 

Cambridge and was accepted so in 1946 he obtained his release from the mines and 

started his academic career at Cambridge University, as a member of Fitzwilliam 

College, where he read Geography. 

 All this time he was learning the piano and at thirteen began the bassoon 

which he played for the rest of his life in wind ensembles and with the Cambridge 

University Music Society (CUMS). 

 In 1947 Peter’s parents moved to Eastbourne, so from then on his holidays 

were spent there. 



 
Peter playing the Bassoon at a Thriplow Society Social in 1996 

 

After obtaining his degree and spending a further year teacher training, he took up a 

teaching post at what was then Cambridge College of Arts and Technology (CCAT) 

and now known as Anglia Ruskin University.  He remained there rising to become 

head of geography, until he took early retirement in 1987.  In 1981 he had taken 

sabbatical leave for a year and joined the Scott Polar Research Institute, (SPRI) to 

read for the M.Phil. degree in Polar Studies, as a member of St John’s College.   After 

his retirement from Anglia Polytechnic he joined SPRI as a polar researcher and in 

1988 became Course Director of Polar Studies there.   

In 1973 while still at CCAT, he was asked to lecture to a group of American students 

from the University of Valparaiso, Indiana, who came to Cambridge for a year.  As 

part of the course he instituted a trip to the Lake District, with emphasis on geography 

and the poetry of William Wordsworth, whom he considered England’s greatest poet.  

These trips continued twice a year for twenty five years until Peter had a stroke in 

1998 which put an end to his teaching.  Bill and I were invited to accompany him and 

Barbara on two occasions and thoroughly enjoyed the walking and the beautiful 

scenery.  

While Peter was working at SPRI, he was invited by Tony Soper, the naturalist, to 

accompany him as a history lecturer, on a cruise ship to the Arctic and three trips to 

the Antarctic.   



Peter and Barbara were married in 1950 and came to live in Thriplow from Chittering 

in 1962, having by then had four children: two more were born after they moved to 

Thriplow making a family of six children all of whom went to Thriplow School, 

where Barbara worked as a school assistant.  As Peter himself said, ‘This village has 

become our lynchpin.  From here so much of our life has been spent; we have been 

influenced greatly by it, and I trust have made a special and significant contribution to 

it.’   

The house in Church Street is no longer there, its demolition mirrored Peter’s illness 

and it was finally razed to the ground only days before he died.  Those of you who 

know the song ‘My Grandfather’s Clock’ will recognise the allusion. 

Peter entered into the life of the village with enthusiasm, he was on the school PTA, 

was chairman of the Village Hall Committee and Secretary of the Meadows 

Committee with Sir Patrick Browne as Chairman, they organised open days in June 

every year and counted the orchids, often reaching over a thousand early spotted and 

marsh orchids.  He was the first Chairman of the Thriplow Society, (more of that in 

Bill’s bit).  He initiated the idea of having a stained glass window in the church to 

celebrate the Millennium.  Members of the Thriplow Society and others contributed to 

the fund and soon over £1,000 was raised and Anne Southeran, a stained glass artist 

from York, was chosen to design the window from an idea I had.   

Peter and I produced the Thriplow Society Journal and have been continually amazed 

by the amount of information there is to put in it.  Bill is our most prolific contributor 

and a great support.  We also organised many ‘socials’ especially the wonderful 

‘soirées’ held at the Bury when Sir Patrick was alive and Lady Lena Browne was our 

President.  Peter’s wind octet would play, evening dress was worn and Lena and her 

friends produced wonderful suppers. 



 

Chairman and Secretary at the Soirée at the Bury, 1993 

It was Peter who, shortly after the Society was founded in 1992, suggested I might 

like to study Local History with the University of Cambridge Board of Continuing 

Education at Madingly Hall.  A two year evening class was about to begin and I 

enrolled and as they say, never looked back!  My interest in local history was kindled 

and throughout the last sixteen years Peter encouraged and guided my studies and the 

Society has been the recipient of my enthusiasm and growing knowledge.  I owe him 

an immense debt of gratitude.   

Peter has published several books, the most recent being a biography of Frank 

Debenham, who travelled to the Antarctic with Captain Scott, and who, on his return 

to England, founded the Scott Polar Research Institute and the Geography Department 

of the University and, under whom, Peter studied when he first came to Cambridge.  

He was able to be at the launch of the book at SPRI only shortly before he died. 

His daughters had this to say at his funeral, ‘Dad was a man of wide ranging 

accomplishments and interests.  He had a love of learning and education, and firmly 

believed that good education should be available and accessible to all.  He encouraged 

and inspired many.  He was vigorous and versatile.  Proud and determined.  He 

worked hard, thought carefully and loved deeply.’ 

The Society will miss his wise and sometimes acerbic advice and Bill and I will miss 

a good friend. 

Shirley Wittering  



PETER SPEAK OF THRIPLOW SOCIETY 

 
Arthur Rowe, Shirley Wittering, Peter Speak and Bill Wittering outside the old 

Village Hall at the V E Day Exhibition May 1995 

 

It was with sadness that we learnt of Peter's death on July 10
th

 for it was largely due to 

him that we have a Thriplow Society.  As was mentioned in Volume 5 No 1 of the 

Journal, the great gale of October 1987 badly damaged the barn at Bacon's Manor 

where Thriplow's Museum exhibits were kept under the care of the late Mossy Arbon.  

The Parish Council invited me to form a committee charged with doing all it could to 

salvage as many exhibits as possible and plan for the future.  At an early meeting, it 

was decided to invite Peter to be chairman of this committee.  When I met him to tell 

him of our plans, his view was that he didn't much like the idea of being the chairman 

of a “dead” body such as a museum society but would prefer to head a living 

organisation like a historical society.  Hence the Society was formed and has never 

looked back.  Peter was the first Chairman and stayed in that post as long as the rules 

allowed.  He was a member of the committee until his death and also one of the two 

joint editors of this Journal (along with my wife Shirley).  So he helped see no fewer 

than 47 Journals through the production process. 

 

His contacts in the form of the Cambridge Wind Octet, his colleagues at the Scott 

Polar Research Institute and Anglia Ruskin University meant that we could rely of a 

flow of excellent speakers and music at our social evenings. 

 

Peter was a busy man but always had time to help others. To be a friend of Peter's was 

to be a friend for life.  

 

Bill Wittering 

 

 

 



THRIPLOW ARCHIVES GROUP  www.ccan.co.uk  

 
 The Thriplow Archives Group under the auspices of the Cambridgeshire 

Community Archives Network (CCAN), have been busy over recent months.  Thanks 

to Matthew Hall, Gilly Vose and Karen Davies of the Cambridgeshire Record Office 

we have learnt to upload many of our archive pictures onto the web site.  We have 

learnt to add captions, put in written items, add hotspots so that connected pictures 

can be followed through time and even to add sound.  Currently we are learning how 

to copy the many cassette tapes that Peter Speak and I made of people living in the 

village (many of whom are now dead), into MP3 memory and then onto CD or DVD 

so that they are in an up-to-date format.  These records can then be used on the CCAN 

website.  At the time these ‘profiles’ as we called them were written up by Peter and 

put in the Journals.*   

It is a source of constant amazement how much has changed over the last 16 years.  In 

the recording we made of George Fuller in 1993, he talks of the inability of the church 

bells to be pealed as they were in a dangerous state; the repairs made in 1995 have 

made us forget how they were rung prior to that.  George tells of how three bells were 

rung first by Ted Flack who taught Alf Chambers who taught Sid Badcock to use two 

hands and one foot! (I remember Sid Badcock ringing this way).  The generosity of 

Peter and Mary Duff and Alan and Moira Percival meant that the tower could be 

reinforced, the bells re-tuned and another bell added, so that we can enjoy the many 

peals and changes we hear today. 

So far there is only Geoff Axe and myself learning to create our website, we would 

dearly like a few more people to join our team; we usually meet every fortnight.  Pete 

Lawrence and Michael Moule spent a happy afternoon recently, putting names to 

school photos.  These we have now added to our website.  This web site will be useful 

to people tracing their family trees from across the globe from Australia, to the USA. 

We hope to apply to ‘Awards for All’ for equipment to record and show our pictures 

to the village and anyone who is interested.  We are planning to show our pictures to 

the ‘Friendship Club’ at one of their meetings and hopefully identify those in them, 

and also to encourage them to bring along pictures which we can borrow and scan and 

add to our archives.  And not just pictures, programmes of events, parish magazines, 

school records, anything that will eventually tell the story of our village.    
* If you would like an Index to help you look up the various ‘Profiles’ in the Journals please 

ask me for one. 

 

Shirley Wittering 

 

http://www.ccan.co.uk/


Russell Smith Farms 

 

 
Uncultivated field margins to encourage wildlife. 

 

On June 23th Robert Smith talked to the Society about his farms and especially his 

venture into Organics.  He mentioned that the land has to lie fallow for three years 

before it can be considered to be organic; that in itsself is a big investment.  One of 

his main crops is potatoes and he showed us slides of how he burns the tops off them 

for ease of harvesting and to ensure that the skins are hard enough when lifted.  He 

also uses this method if there are any early signs of blight.  It was also interesting to 

see how stones are removed by machine into the gulleys between the planting rows to 

enable the potatoes to grow smoothly.    

 

Harvesting machines on Open Day. 



His farms are a family business which has been in Thriplow and Duxford since 1938, 

headed by Robert and managed by Andrew Nottage of Fowlmere.  The business now 

extends to 730 hectares plus additional land rented on an annual basis.  The breeding 

of birds has been encourages on College Farm by planting 6 metre grass margins to 

provide food and shelter.  Co-operation with the RSPB includes participating in the 

Volunteer and Farmer Alliance Scheme which carries out bird surveys on farms.  

With the local branch of the Wildlife Trust a survey of butterflies and flora and fauna 

on the farm has been undertaken.  Hopefully by taking these measures there should be 

an improvement in wildlife numbers.  In the spring of 2002   in the RSPBs Skylark 

Scrapes project started, to encourage skylark nesting; this involves leaving small 

unsown areas when drilling cereals and sugar beet to give bare patches in spring allow 

as nesting sites.  

There are also tree planting schemes in conjunction with Thriplow and Duxford parish 

councils.  Those of you who went to Robert Smith’s Open Day on June 1
st
 will have 

seen just how efficient the whole operation is. 

 

Geoff Axe 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



TREES OF THRIPLOW 

 

6 The ‘Speak’ Apple 

 
 

Peter Speak had an unusual crab apple in his drive when he lived in Church Street.  It 

bore unusually large fruit for a crab; they were dark red and, when cut, the flesh was 

crimson.  The tree came from Cambridge Market and was sold to Peter as a Siberian 

Crab. 

 

Wanting to know a bit more about it, we sent some of the fruit to the Apple Research 

Station at East Malling in Kent for identification.  Back came the answer that it was 

an old English cider apple with the colloquial name of “Sops-in-Wine”.  The Latin 

name is Malus niedzwetzkayana.  With a name like that, it is no wonder that it was 

sold as a Siberian crab!  The seed remembers that its origin lies in Siberia because it 

has to be stored in the fridge for three months before it will germinate.  Sadly, it does 

not always grow true from seed as I know from trying very hard! 

 

I tried growing some from seed. They grew without difficulty but never bore fruit. So 

unlike the success a relation of Peter's had – hers grew AND produced fruit - I got fed 

up with trying and went out and bought one.  Now I too have fruit! 

 

The original tree in Peter’s drive has now been chopped down. 

 

Bill Wittering 

 

  

 

 

 



 



BEES IN THRIPLOW 

 

 
White tailed Bumble Bee  

 

Our son Nick usually cuts our lawn for us, but this year he cut his hand 

badly on the electric hedge trimmer and was out of action for a while.  As a 

consequence the lawn flourished and was soon covered in clover flowers 

which the bees loved.  On one afternoon I counted several different bees.  

There were Honey bees, Apis mellifera, and several bumble bees – the large 

red tailed, Bombus lapidarius, a smaller one with a furry thorax probably 

Bombus agrorum and a brown tailed one, maybe a so called cuckoo bee, 

Psithyrus rupestris.  These bees kill the bumble bee queen and rely on the 

bumble bee workers to collect pollen for their queen.  But where was the 

familiar large white tailed bumble bee?  A search among the flower beds 

found many of them collecting the nectar from the lavender bushes.  These 

were Bombus terrestris, the largest of all bumble bees and which according 

to engineers who know these things, so heavy that should be unable to fly, 

but then, no-one has told them that! 

 

Shirley Wittering  



RE-DEDICATION OF THE CHURCH ORGAN 

 
The Organ with the sides removed 

 

On Sunday April 27 2008, Bishop John Taylor re-dedicated the church organ which 

had been restored and had a new Trumpet stop put in.  An organ fund was started in 

1883, but by March 1885 only £37-14-1 had been collected, eventually, though, 

enough money was collected and the organ was first dedicated in 1908, at a cost of 

£250. 

 

 
 



THRIPLOW SOCIETY 

 

Programme 2008/9 

Date 2008 Name Title 

Monday 19
th
 May  John Gibbs 7.0pm Guided walk around Wandlebury 

Sunday 1st June   Robert Smith,  Open Farm Day 

Monday June 23
rd

  Robert Smith,   Organic Farming in Thriplow 

Thursday 18th 

September  

Lacy Anderson,   About the Cam, History & People 

from 1250  

Thursday 16
th
 

October  

Dr Anthony Cooper The Planning & Growth of London in 

the 20
th
 century 

Saturday 15
th
 

November   

Social and Barn Dance With Band and caller and hot 

supper……………………………? 

2009   

Thursday 22
nd

 

January 

Jacky Cooper,   History of Allotments 

Thursday 19
th
 

February 

Tom Doig ‘Farming with Steam 

28
th
 and 29

th
 March   Daffodil Weekend Come and see us at the Smithy 

Thursday 16
th
 April AGM   Bill Wittering ‘Countryside Clutter’ 

 

Thriplow Society Committee 2008/9 

COMMITTEE 
Chairman Geoffrey Axe 

 

208457 

Vice Chairman Shirley Wittering 

 

208269 

Secretary Anthony Cooper 

 

208507 

Treasurer Peter Yates 

 

208651 

 David Easthope 

 

208401 

Exhibit secretary Ken Joysey 208553 

Membership secretary Angela Rimmer 209160 

 Kevin Clarke 208727 

 
Journal Editors: Shirley Wittering   

 

Shirley Wittering also keeps the Thriplow Society Archives and is always happy to 

receive information and photographs of old Thriplow.  If you do not want to donate 

photographs then we will copy them and return them to you. 

 



GLEANINGS 
 

In Memoriam: Peter Speak died on July 10
th

 2008 of a brain tumour after a short 

illness.  An appreciation of his life and influence on the Thriplow Society is made 

elsewhere in this journal.  We send his family our deepest sympathy. 

It has been suggest that an Oak Tree be planted in Thriplow in his memory.   

A memorial service will be held at Fitzwilliam College, on Saturday 20
th

 September 

at 1.30pm. 

 

In Memoriam – We are sorry to hear of the death of Margaret Shaw on Friday 27
th

 

June 2008.  She and her husband John lived at Gowards in Middle Street before 

moving to Trumpington Road, Cambridge in 1994.  A profile of them is in the 

Thriplow Journal Number 3, Spring 1994.  We extend our sympathy to her family. 

 

In Memoriam – We are sorry to read of the death of Lorraine Hogan who used to 

live in Middle Street and extend our sympathy to her family.  Those of you who 

remember her son Sean Hogan will be pleased to know that he has written to us 

enclosing some of his beautiful drawings of the Tithe barn at Rectory Farm, we hope 

to be able to include them in the CCAN web site.  

 

We are also sorry to hear that Alan White of Church Street has died; we shall miss his 

cheerfulness and love of nature. 

 

Thanks to John Keyworth for the gift of a large two handed saw, and some large 

weights for the Smithy collection.  The saw has ‘H.Disston & Sons, Phillida,’ on it; is 

that Philadelphia I wonder?  Intriguing. 

 

Thanks also to Michael Braithwaite who has given the Society a collection of 

gardening tools, some of them made during the war, as can be seen by their rather 

sparse use of materials. 

 

Next meeting Thursday September 18
th

.  Lacy Anderson will be talking to us about 

the ‘Cam, its History and People from 1250’.  Please note we have had to change our 

meeting night to Thursday as the Village Hall is booked continually on a Monday. 

The Committee has also agreed to charge 50p for refreshments at our meetings; we 

hope this will raise enough money to pay for the Tea, Coffee, milk and biscuits. 

 

Open Smithy – The afternoon of Saturday 13
th

 September, come along and have a 

look at the Smithy, perhaps help with cleaning some of the tools or watch the 

Blacksmith at work. 

 

On November 15
th

 we are planning to have a social and a barn dance with a hot 

supper, so book the date in your diary, it’s a while since we had a social, so we hope 

everyone will enjoy it. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing of Tithe Barn, Rectory Farm by Sean Hogan 

 


